EPA maintains a "Watch List" to facilitate rapid enforcement of EPA laws and regulations against facilities with alleged violation agencies on enforcement status, data corrections made to RCRAInfo or new facilities added. The dynamic nature of the Watch List is a result of its use as a management tool to oversee adherence by EPA, state, and local agencies to track RCRA enforcement and compliance information. Agencies input information into RCRAInfo, including information about violators that are identified as SNC.

The list below composes OECA's January 2012 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Subtitle C Watch List. EPA maintains a "Watch List" to facilitate rapid enforcement of EPA laws and regulations against facilities with alleged violation agencies on enforcement status, data corrections made to RCRAInfo or new facilities added. The dynamic nature of the Watch List is a result of its use as a management tool to oversee adherence by EPA, state, and local agencies to track RCRA enforcement and compliance information. Agencies input information into RCRAInfo, including information about violators that are identified as SNC.